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With the gradual and complete establishment of the current socialist legal market economy management system with Chinese characteristics and the continuous investment in deepening system reform and continuous improvement in the later period, the social financial industry and corporate financial management have gradually increased their risk awareness of corporate financial management. This paper deeply analyzes and studies the statistical methods of financial data-related legal rule interactive mining and proposes a new improved statistical algorithm of financial-related legal rules, which greatly improves the work efficiency of financial data interactive mining. At the same time, a multilevel analysis model based on the concept of corporate financial crisis risk assessment and a corporate financial crisis risk early-warning analysis model for decision-making risk evaluation are proposed. Finally, it can be determined how to choose more internationally representative corporate financial management risk analysis indicators, which have more objectivity and practical application significance than traditional analysis methods. Finally, it is concluded that the accuracy of this model is better than that of other models. The accuracy rate of financial crisis prediction reached 62.35%.

1. Introduction

In August 2007, the Subprime Crisis broke out again in the United States. The global international financial market was turbulent. A large number of subprime mortgage asset loan management institutions were forced to go bankrupt, and investment funds were forced to go bankrupt and close. From the US subprime mortgage and US debt financial crisis to the current global European subprime mortgage financial crisis, the world’s major international financial rating markets have failed to give clear instructions for industry management in advance by the world’s three major international rating industry management agencies. Risk speculation early-warning rating behavior attitude is disappointed, and the current effective international rating industry management procedures, methods, effective evaluation management model, and construction system of the current major international rating industry management agencies have strongly questioned the degree. It is generally believed that we should still be concerned about the potential major international conflicts of interest and risk impacts in the industry in the next few years and the excessive emphasis on large-scale rating behavior by the three major international rating industry management agencies. Competitors in the monopolistic market believe that sound rating reforms should be carried out first. The enlightenment from the US subprime mortgage crisis and the European sovereign debt crisis is that international investment banks and international rating agencies are unreliable, and China needs to establish its own financial risk crisis early-warning system.

With the rapid development of wireless measurement sensor-related networks and applied data mining-related technologies, related network theories and technical applications are becoming more mature. The fusion of application
databases plays a very important role in the research of wireless measurement sensor-related networks. The main function is to save the data energy of the entire related network, enhance the analysis accuracy of the related data that needs to be collected, and greatly improve the network collection of related data, three main aspects of work efficiency. The application of data fusion mining technology does not require too complicated traditional mathematical analysis theory or reasoning. As long as you pass the screening of the relevant database, you can quickly discover some hidden risk characteristics in the relevant database, and you do not need to manually set the assumptions below. It is necessary to manually adjust the hypothetical threshold value to be able to accurately find the risk rules in the relevant data collection. Therefore, this data mining technology method is widely used in a company's timely analysis of financial crisis risks and other crisis hazard early warnings, to establish a dynamic analysis of corporate financial crisis risks and other crisis hazard early-warning management models and find a company with the new rules of high trust, timely analysis, and early warning of important financial crisis risks and other crisis hazards that an enterprise may have become the main academic research topic of this research topic.

In today's era of information flooding, there have been constant scientific researchers conducting in-depth research on financial management early-warning institutions and decision-making analysis. Buczak and Guven, through an in-depth study of corporate financial management risks, made an in-depth discussion on how to effectively strengthen the financial management risk management of large-scale enterprises. Under the comprehensive analysis of macro qualitative and substantive quantitative analysis, it is the main reason why the financial management risk management of large-scale enterprises in our country is formed. On the basis of Kaishan's research to establish an early-warning system for corporate financial risks, improve the internal control mechanism of the enterprise, and make appropriate risk decisions, this research is not thorough enough [1]. Helma et al. are mainly represented by the annual z-calculation analysis and model analysis. The multi-year discriminant analysis model of corporate financial data risk monitoring and early warning is based on the annual statistics and calculation analysis of the financial data of a listed company in a specific time period. From the perspective of economic practical research on the internal financial decision-making of small and medium-sized stocks and nonlisted companies, it is proposed that a set of unit multi-variable corporate financial risk early-warning multianalysis models suitable for the economic characteristics of listed companies should be established to effectively reduce the daily operation of listed companies. There are risks in internal decision-making, but this research method is outdated in today's era [2]. Duivesteijn et al. use university management financial accounting as an analysis to review the past, control the current situation in the future, and plan the basic financial concepts of the future. From the four aspects of university financial management planning, financial management organization, financial risk control, and financial risk evaluation that universities need to promote. It analyzes the main financial management risks of higher vocational colleges at each stage, studies and proposes the establishment of a financial management risk monitoring and early-warning evaluation mechanism at each stage of the university, and constructs an implementation plan. This risk early-warning plan is obviously insufficient targeted [3]. Adeniyi et al. analyze and establish the collection of information volume of the financial risk early-warning system of human-based financial capital enterprises based on the theory of using human-based financial capital resource structure and the law of coupling use between various corporate financial cost resources and noncorporate financial cost resources. Through transmission forecasting mechanism, basic organization and management mechanism of human-based financial capital enterprise financial risk early-warning system, and the use of human-based financial capital and other financial enterprise risk information early-warning information processing and forecasting mechanism, a financial risk early-warning mechanism for various enterprises using human financial capital has been constructed. Obviously, this mechanism is not comprehensive enough for financial risk early-warning reports [4]. Wang's research focuses on how to strengthen and improve the hospital's internal basic-level integrated financial and internal accounting risk management. It is under the in-depth study, discussion, research, and analysis to strengthen the hospital's internal basic-level financial management, generate internal risks and the reasons for the necessity and prerequisites, and accelerate to study, establish, improve, and strengthen the internal risk statistical monitoring, evaluation, early warning, and financial evaluation risk management mechanism and working methods of the hospital's internal primary financial management. Evaluate the basis of financial control risk management, complete and improve the hospital's internal integrated financial risk monitoring and early-warning evaluation mechanism, establish and improve the internal risk monitoring and early-warning evaluation index system of the hospital's internal primary financial management and other related policies and measures to comprehensively and effectively avoid the hospital's financial operations of all kinds of risks, and grasp the initiative of the hospital's financial work, and the experimental basis of this research is obviously not sufficient [5]. Lin et al. define the company's net cash inflows generated during the current period of operating business activities as positive or negative, and a risky company whose cash flow and other cash inflow equivalents continue to increase during the operating period is positive or negative can be defined as a long-term financial crisis. At the same time, through the analysis of the internal and external factors driving influencing factors that these companies may fall into the long-term financial crisis, and on this basis, the basic theoretical design framework of the enterprise financial crisis risk early-warning management system is established. This theoretical framework is difficult to match the actual situation. It complies with [6]. Purves et al., based on the comprehensive analysis of comprehensive financial indicators, introduced comprehensive governance financial structure analysis.
factors. The unsupervised wireless network model in government management assisted the abnormal warning information to carry out a comprehensive upgrade to the early-warning system, and the joint 5g made the early-warning system response time faster; this analysis does not combine Internet information fusion, making this research method lagging behind [7].

This paper mainly proposes an interactive improved data mining analysis algorithm for data association structure rules and proposes an interactive data mining analysis algorithm for data association analysis rules based on optimized Hash association structure called HIUA, which is mainly for data support or threshold changes. This mining algorithm (MA) reimages the data pruning process of the original IUA, MA, and reimages the efficiency of the algorithm during normal operation by optimizing the Hash association structure. This paper adopts a complementary combination of fuzzy calibration processing model and fuzzy inference analysis model to process data from multiple sensors and at the same time to ensure the accuracy and reliability of the data under different risk detection data conditions. The fuzzy calibration processing model is mainly used to analyze how many sensors to realize automatic adjustment of data-related information under the same financial index. By interactively mining the association rules between all corporate financial indicators, we can finally determine how to choose a more internationally representative financial enterprise risk analysis indicator, which is more objective and practical than traditional analysis methods. Therefore, the early-warning system proposed in this article has a good operating effect for financial companies and can achieve the effect of crisis prevention and the ability to make decisions.

2. Principle and Theory Overview

2.1. Overview of Wireless Sensor Networks. With the continuous progress of current modern microelectronic processing software technology, computer network processing technology, and other modern real-time wireless communication network information processing technology, low-tech cost and low-power multifunctional wireless network sensor monitoring technology has been rapidly developed. Widespread application and development have made it possible to integrate wireless monitoring object information for real-time monitoring and collection, data processing, and real-time wireless communication between man and machine and other important monitoring functions in a small cost volume. The connection relationship between sensors, perceptron and communication detection objects, and information detection and observers constitute three basic technical elements of the wireless science physics natural sensor information science technology network, the perception communication object before detection, and the detection object after processing. The connection of communication perception objects after data and communication connection is the operation of three important technical components of the wireless science physics natural sensor information science and technology network. The node itself is not only the network collector and transmission sender of the collected information, but also the network router of the collected information. The collected information data reaches multiple gateways through multiple routing nodes [8, 9]. The sink node is a special network node that can communicate with the gateway monitoring data center through the Internet, mobile communication wireless network, satellite, etc. The wireless data sensor node network structure diagram is shown in Figure 1.

Wireless photoelectric network sensor technology application power network, in addition to the common important basic characteristics that should have many irreversible mobility, disconnection, power system management capabilities, and technical limitations, it also believes that it should have many other distinctive features.

2.1.1. Dynamic Network. The relative node of the wireless network in a sensor relative node acquisition network is very likely to be randomly and automatically deployed directly. At the same time, a wireless battery relative node automatically provides a certain amount of energy in the relative node network. When the energy system of the relative node cannot be used up automatically or the energy cannot be automatically detected when the environment in the wireless network changes, it will directly and automatically cause the energy system in the relative node to fail or the wireless network failure, and the relative node cannot automatically collect normally. The detected data becomes the relative node in the process of death of the wireless network. At this time, a relative topological system structure of a wireless network is very likely to change. Therefore, a wireless network itself is a very safe and dynamic relative node collection network in a sensor relative node collection network [10, 11].

2.1.2. Self-Organizing Network. The location of the topology of the wireless network sensor system network terminal nodes cannot be accurately set in advance, and the relationship between neighboring nodes and network neighbors between nodes cannot be accurately known in advance. These important network nodes are automatic and integrated. Organizations quickly adapt and combine to form a new node wireless network. This article has also mentioned in detail the important node terminal topology and network structure of the terminal network of the wireless network node sensor system which are usually dynamically changed, so due to the automatic and comprehensive organization of the wireless network node sensor system node terminal network, the nature also makes the need to be more conducive to quickly adapt to the dynamic changes of this network topology.

2.1.3. Data-Centric Network. An information network may directly report to a network node user after a node user needs to obtain a certain basic geographic information about an event of a specified network node. This kind of network usage behavior thought that the specific network node data itself is directly delivered as information clues for query or the network transmission node information is indirectly delivered as clues are more on a behavioral habit that is close to natural language or information network communication.
So the usual network sensor that we are talking about is a natural information network that uses the specific network node data itself as the information clue query center. The comparison results of the characteristics of the three fusion methods are shown in Table 1.

2.2. Overview of Data Mining. Data mining is generally called enterprise data resource exploration and data mining. It refers to an important step in the knowledge information discovery process of enterprise database systems. Specifically, it refers to a large amount of knowledge data. Through the use of corresponding MAs, timely and accurate search and mining are performed to find valuable knowledge information that has been hidden or may have been hidden in the entire data resource information system. In actual commercial data applications, data analysis, and processing algorithms for data model information analysis and mining, common data models mainly include four types of data analysis algorithms, classification and periodic data sequence prediction, clustering, association classes and data sequence rules, time table, and periodic data sequence. This article will focus on detailing how to choose the decision tree model as the four analysis methods of the enterprise classification data tree [12, 13].

In this mining process, enterprise data needs to fully consider what exactly the enterprise needs to do at each key link and each stage of the mining process, specify each detail of the mining process, and specify each detail process, for example, what to mine data, how much massive data needs to be mined accurately, what data needs to be mined and to what extent, and which data key basic knowledge or key factors need to be accurately extracted as indicators in the entire process of data mining. Therefore, the preliminary data mining work can be summarized into two main levels. One is the selection of enterprise data objects and model determination, and the other is accurate and integrated processing. The purpose is to collect data that needs to be mined. The enterprise data model is processed through various groupings, so that the mining efficiency can be optimized to the maximum, and finally the actual performance and effect of the enterprise mining data model can be simplified to the maximum. The model is shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 1: Wireless sensor network architecture.](image)

![Table 1: Comparison of different levels of integration.](table)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Pixel-level fusion</th>
<th>Feature-level fusion</th>
<th>Decision-level fusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traffic</td>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>The smallest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault tolerance</td>
<td>Worst</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Most</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-interference</td>
<td>Worst</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Most</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. Theoretical Analysis of Financial Early Warning. The theory of early warning of corporate financial crisis is a comprehensive theory that includes multiple discipline. It is a multidisciplinary knowledge covering enterprise risk management, industrial process control, dynamic information technology, mathematical modeling, and so on. The research on the early warning of corporate financial crisis is very similar to the research on mining highly trustworthy rules in intelligent industrial control systems. The early-warning indicators of financial crisis are equivalent to the equipment in the industrial control system. When the indicators fluctuate, they are equivalent to the operating attitude of the industrial equipment. In the event of instability and the fluctuation of financial indicators beyond a certain range, the system should issue an early warning [14, 15].

According to the management structure, the various links of enterprise risk management can be designed as shown in Figure 3.

Data mining must first clean up the data, remove the abnormal data, then select and integrate the data, and then transform the data into a type suitable for data mining.
through data transformation. The most important step is to choose a suitable data mining method to find the data. Finally, the hidden patterns and laws in the data are displayed through pattern evaluation and knowledge representation. The methods of data mining mainly include the following:

1. **Classification and Prediction.** Classification mining is a method of distinguishing a large amount of data according to the established model. The data can be divided into multiple categories; prediction is to establish a continuous value function model to determine the development trend of future data. This is a method of making predictions.

2. **Clustering.** Clustering mining is based on a set of data objects to be analyzed and automatically aggregates into different categories according to the similarity of the instance attribute values.

(3) **Association Rules.** Association rule mining is used to discover useful or meaningful connections hidden in transaction data sets or relational data sets for users.

(4) **Time-Series.** Time-series mining is a method of mining sequence objects of values or events obtained by repeated measurements at different times, and it is expected to analyze the trend changes of the data.

Other methods include the following: mining complex data types such as graphics, images, videos, and Web [16, 17]. The refinement of financial management objectives refers to the specific refinement of corporate financial objectives. The specific financial objectives of financial management generally include the specific objectives of corporate monetary fund income management, the specific objectives of cost and income management, the objectives of credit policies, and the improvement of the quality of financial reports. The goals, etc., are shown in Table 2:
The financial operation risk automatic identification system is an important foundation for strengthening the enterprise financial operation risk management. The identification of risks is also after the enterprise has determined the relevant financial goals, using various methods to analyze the internal and external destruction events that affect the realization of the enterprise’s financial goals. The working method of financial customer risk information identification is mainly through various channels and various technical means to collect and obtain sufficient and true customer financial risk information in a timely manner and to organize, classify, and analyze these financial information data in a timely manner. To make a preliminary judgment on the risk of uncertainty, the financial trend chart of a company in recent years is shown in Figure 4.

3. Simulation and Construction of Financial Management Early Warning

3.1. MA of Association Rules. Association rule data mining technology is one of the main application technologies for big data analysis and mining. Improving the efficiency of association rule mining is a hot topic. The existing various associated data rule pattern mining and maintenance algorithms mainly refer to some interactive static pattern mining and maintenance methods. When the scanning database changes or the threshold between data support and data confidence is slightly adjusted, it is always possible. There is a problem when the database and the holding degree are repeatedly calculated after multiple holding scans. Aiming at the problem of dynamic maintenance and mining of various associated data rules after the scanning database and holding thresholds are changed, this article mainly proposes a method based on associated data rules. For a dynamic pattern maintenance MA, it is first necessary to study an interactive pattern mining maintenance algorithm for associated data rules. The flowchart of financial crisis early warning is shown in Figure 5.

For the MA, IUA is mainly used here for detailed description [18, 19]. The IUA algorithm is expressed as follows:

\[ e(k) = y(k) - y_m(k), \]
\[ E(k) = \frac{1}{2} e^2(k). \]  

Here, the input contribution is defined as the product of the input growth rate and its two-period average value share. \( Ax = X - xt - 1 \) represents the change from \( t - 1 \) to \( t \), and \( v \) is equal to the average share of input in the two periods of output. Define the share of each input value as follows:

\[ \alpha = M^T T, \]
\[ \min \text{LPELM} = \frac{1}{2} \| \alpha \|^2 + C \sum_{i=1}^{n} \| y_i \|^2, \]
\[ h(x_i)\alpha = t_i^T - y_i^T, \]
\[ \alpha = HT \left( \frac{I}{C} + HH^T \right)^{-1} T. \]  

This formula was expanded. They divided diversification into interindustry diversification and intraindustry diversification and used EUD (end-user development) to express the degree of interindustry diversification:

\[ w = 1, \]
\[ F \in [0, 1], \]
\[ F = 1 - ye - \frac{C}{C_{\text{Total}}}, y \in R^+, \]
\[ F = ye - \frac{C}{C_{\text{Total}}}, y \in R^+. \]

Since there is currently no statistical data on fixed asset storage locations at the service industry level, the method we adopted is to first use the perpetual inventory method to calculate the total capital stock of the tertiary industry in each year.

\[ E[T_i] = P_{m}^* P_{r} W_{r-1}, \]
\[ E[T_i] = \sum_{i=0}^{MC} E[T_i], \]
\[ \text{Max } E = \text{fix(log}_2(N))K = \text{fix}\left( \frac{\log_2(N)}{2} \right). \]

Then, use the ratio of fixed asset investment in each industry to the fixed asset investment in the tertiary industry to estimate the industrial fixed capital stock, which is the following:

\[ \Delta w_{ij}(k) = -\frac{\partial E(k)}{\partial w_{ij}} = e(k) \frac{\partial y_m}{\partial X_j} \frac{\partial X_j}{\partial w_{ij}} , \]
\[ e(k) \frac{\partial y_m}{\partial X_j} \frac{\partial X_j}{\partial w_{ij}} = e(k) \frac{\partial \gamma}{\partial Q_{ij}} Q_{ij}(k). \]  

Regarding the selection of the specific production function, Jorgensen decomposed the output growth into the contribution of each input and the remaining total factor...
productivity according to the standard growth calculation formula:

\[ w_{ij}^k = w_{ij}^{k-1} + \mu \Delta w_{ij}^k(k), \]

\[ x(t) = 2 \sum_{k=1}^{N/2-1} |C_k| \cos (kw_0 t + \beta_k), \]

\[ x(t) = 2 \sum_{k=1}^{N/2-1} a_k \cos (kw_0 t) + b_n \sin (kw_0 t). \] (6)

According to the idea of multiple linear regression, the autoregressive moving average model ARMA \((n \text{ and } m)\) can be generally expressed as follows:

\[ x_t = \alpha_t - \sum_{j=1}^{m} \theta_j x_{t-j}, \] (7)

in

\[ \alpha_t \sim \text{NID}(0, \delta^2). \] (8)

In the process of research and construction of the financial early-warning risk model, it is necessary to accurately grasp the risks in the financial management of the risk control company and the functions in the early-warning system, such as the risk forecast function, the risk diagnosis function, the risk control function, and the health management function. The so-called risk prediction and diagnosis function, for a listed company, tracks a listed company’s own production, operation, and management process and synchronizes with the listed company’s own scheduled business goals based on the actual progress of the listed company’s own production, operation, and operation. It is possible to accurately match each other. In-depth research and analysis of listed companies themselves in terms of production and operation management may also occur; at the same time, some risk issues and financial risk predictions are made. The correlation analysis is shown in Table 3.

Through correlation analysis, it is possible to find out the various factors that really affect the financial risk status of the enterprise more accurately and to find the problem in time through comparison with peers. For example, the company’s internal financial information is analyzed under the association rule interactive mining strategy, and different support thresholds and confidence thresholds are set.
3.2. Financial Management Early-Warning Model Based on Data Mining. Use different correlation cost rule interactive cost mining analysis algorithm to interactively mine the main financial potential risks and index costs of Chinese companies, and find the correlation rules between different financial index cost systems and in-depth analysis of the real reasons for the potential financial risks of Chinese companies. The root cause lays the foundation for enterprises to get rid of the influence of financial risks [20, 21].

3.2.1. Construction of Risk Concept Hierarchical Tree. A key means to establish a set of corporate financial indicator risk analysis model is to build a multilevel structure tree of financial risk analysis concepts based on the corporate financial indicator analysis system model. The financial indicator analysis system mainly includes the actual profitability, operation, growth, and compensation of an enterprise. Risk analysis has five aspects of debt business capability and corporate cash flow, each of which contains different concepts of financial indicators. In the tree in the financial concept data hierarchy, using the concept generic replacement of the high concept hierarchy tree and the middle and level concepts can effectively realize the hierarchical generic transformation of financial data. The tree in the corporate financial data risk management concept data hierarchy can be divided into four layers according to the structure, which are conceptual levels 0, 1, 2, and 3. Level 0 is the highest level of the tree, and the top level of the hierarchical tree is marked according to the connection points. It refers to the level of corporate financial risk. Level 1 is the second level, which refers to the five aspects of corporate financial risks, and level 2 is the third level, which includes comprehensive key indicators of corporate financial risks. The specific content includes the following: profit rate, return on investment, and liquidity asset turnover rate [22, 23]. Level 3 is the lowest level. Figure 6 is the hierarchical tree structure of the corporate financial risk concept.

3.2.2. Interactive Mining Strategy with Decreasing Support Threshold. The interactive data mining calculation strategy of decreasing the risk support range threshold also means that each level of the data tree based on the risk support hierarchy needs to correspond to a minimum risk support flow threshold [24, 25]. The lower the financial index is at this level and the corresponding minimum risk, the lower the threshold for supporting flow. For example, as shown in the figure above and below, the minimum risk support flow threshold value of the first and second levels is 20%, and the minimum risk support flow threshold value of the second and third levels is 10%. Figure 7 is an interactive data mining calculation strategy based on the decreasing risk support range threshold.

When considering the minimum support for the association rules between different levels, it should be determined according to the minimum support of the lower level.

3.2.3. Data Mining and Result Output. Use the interactive MA of association rules to mine the enterprise financial risk hierarchical tree layer by layer, adjust the support threshold for different levels of mining according to the user’s requirements, and finally get the result that the user is satisfied with.

3.3. Experimental Simulation of Financial Management Early Warning. Through long-term empirical analysis and research, we can test the scientific validity of China’s financial crisis monitoring and early-warning processing index system and establish and construct an effective set of China’s dynamic long-term financial crisis based on China’s financial crisis monitoring and early-warning indicator model and crisis early-warning processing procedures, monitoring, and early-warning system. One is unilateral. For listed companies that have experienced continuous major financial crises, long-term empirical analysis can be used to find the main source that may affect the further aggravation and deterioration of listed companies’ financial asset crises. On the other hand, we can comprehensively use the public financial data of many existing listed companies in China to predict the next listed company that is most likely to continue to have a major financial crisis this year and provide corporate managers with auxiliary decision-making support for corporate development strategies. It can also provide a basis for investors’ investment decisions [26].

The cleaning of sample data is to eliminate outliers of all variables, because the existence of outliers will affect our descriptive analysis of enterprise financial crisis early warning and cause great deviations. Therefore, before discretizing and reconstructing the sample data, we analyzed all the values of each variable and eliminated the abnormal data. The purpose of database reconstruction is to discretize the continuous data of financial crisis warning indicators and transform them into discrete financial indicator data suitable for mining association rules. Since the distribution of each financial indicator variable in the data set composed of financial data of different companies is basically a normal distribution, we choose to use the normal distribution and other area division methods to discretize continuous variables. In this chapter, according to the distribution of each variable, the 1/5, 2/5, 3/5, and 4/5 points of the function discretize each financial indicator variable into 5 levels. Table 4 is the database.

The key to establishing a corporate financial risk analysis model is to build a risk concept hierarchy tree based on the financial indicator system. The financial indicator

### Table 3: Association analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Financial indicator</th>
<th>Current ratio</th>
<th>Inventory turnover</th>
<th>Assets and liabilities</th>
<th>Net sales profit margin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strong association rules</td>
<td>≤1.6</td>
<td>≤2.4</td>
<td>≥58%</td>
<td>≤6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
system includes analysis of the company’s profitability, operation, growth, solvency, and cash flow. Each module includes different financial indicator concepts. In the concept hierarchy tree, the generalization of the data can be achieved by replacing the low-level concepts with high-level concepts. The hierarchical tree structure of the financial risk concept is divided into four levels, namely, levels 0, 1, 2, and 3. Level 0 is the highest level and is the root node mark of the tree, which refers to the level of corporate financial risk. Level 1 is the second level, which refers to the five aspects of corporate financial risks, and level 2 is the third level, which includes comprehensive key indicators of corporate financial risks. The specific content includes the following: profitability, return on investment, and liquidity asset turnover. Level 3 is the lowest level and is the index level that describes the most specific concept of financial risk. The specific content includes the following: gross profit margin, net profit margin, earnings per share, and account receivable turnover rate. According to the requirements of modern corporate governance structure and equity structure, corresponding auxiliary financial indicators have been added, such as the actual controller of the listed company, the shareholding ratio of major shareholders, CR3 index, Z index, and corporate management structure indicators. Figure 8 shows the number of board members in the board, and the proportion of board shares were held in the board, etc.

A new type of enterprise financial asset crisis information early-warning data model is dynamically analyzed and maintained according to the mining time rule sequence. Frequent data mining of relevant financial index data in the past period of time can be performed frequently to mine the first excavation time and node-related finances. The data will then be added and mined based on the subsequent mining time and the relevant financial data of the node, and then, the financial incremental data mining will be carried out. In addition, it is also possible to set different data support benchmark thresholds and different confidence benchmark thresholds, make comprehensive adjustments to the data mining results you want, find a number of frequent mining patterns and time rule values that meet the requirements of the enterprise financial crisis data early-warning model indicators, and comprehensively analyze the final data mining results.

4. Experimental Results and Analysis

4.1. Anticipating a Financial Crisis. The financial crisis of an enterprise is an evolving process for a period of time. It is a concept of a period. There is a crisis from the initial stage to the gradual deterioration and finally to the stage of corporate bankruptcy. After empirical research and rule screening, this article proposes a combination of qualitative analysis and quantitative analysis to determine the degree of corporate crisis and different stages. Qualitative analysis is to judge
the degree of crisis of the enterprise according to the development trend of the rules; quantitative analysis is to finally determine the crisis stage of the enterprise by calculating the crisis coefficient. The financial forecast of the company is shown in Figure 9.

### 4.1.1 Qualitative Analysis Method

1. If the rule is low in the antecedent and high in the latter, then the corporate crisis will be aggravated; conversely, if the antecedent is high and the latter is low, the corporate crisis will be alleviated.

2. If the rules are always at level 1, the degree of corporate crisis is relatively light. If the rules are always at the level of 3, the degree of corporate crisis is moderate. If the rules are always at the level of 5, the company is on the verge of bankruptcy.

3. If the regular distribution is relatively scattered, then the method of quantitative analysis is adopted.

### 4.1.2 Quantitative Analysis Method

The comprehensive factor method is used to calculate the crisis coefficient, and the crisis coefficient formula is used to calculate the specific degree of the corporate financial crisis.
In this case, the relevant personnel will determine the specific interpretation and evaluation methods based on the success or failure of the mining operation results. However, in the process of using data, analysts will want to be able to evaluate the results in order to make the data successful in the process. In the process of mining data, relevant personnel need to consider the following issues: the operating model is better than the model on the data set; the accuracy of the model is better than the accuracy of other models; the model is mainly based on the sample model, but the actual process will be far behind the mold time.

Through the comprehensive analysis of big data with interrelated rules, some large companies have realized the analysis and classification of the data obtained in the current actual test by comparing the big data with their counterparts in other industries. Highly improve the practical application, importance, and feasibility of the early-warning system in the analysis of data classification of the entire enterprise's financial index status information and the enterprise's financial index decision-making risk management.

4.2. Decision-Making Suggestions for Predicting Financial Crisis. This article selects six types of corporate development trends for research, mainly include the following: two years of profit after the first year of loss; two years of loss in the first two years of profit in the third year; loss of the first two years of loss in the third year; two years after the first year of profit; annual loss, profit in the first two years, loss in the third year, profit in the first two years, and profit in the third year. Generally, it can be classified into two types of trends, namely, from loss to profit and from profit to loss. The focus is on the future development and change trend of the company’s losses, and the development trend chart is shown in Figure 10.

It can be seen that the company’s current ratio, inventory turnover ratio, asset-liability ratio, and net sales profit are higher, and the thresholds of support and confidence are higher than 50%, indicating that the company’s various financial indicators have a strong correlation with each other. Based on the data results tested, relevant personnel can make further corresponding decisions based on the success or failure of the mining operation results and give specific explanations and evaluations. According to the actual financial indicators of various industry companies and companies in different financial industries, setting different comparison values on the threshold comparison value of the entire enterprise financial support data index table and the entire enterprise financial confidence data index threshold can be more accurate. Timely discover the abnormal situation of various financial indicators in the process of analyzing the financial status indicator information of the entire enterprise. For the staff of the company’s financial department, the next step is to dig and analyze. The financial early-warning model itself, which is the operating model used in this data test, explores and analyzes whether it is truly superior to the model on the data set. It needs to be analyzed from the test results whether the accuracy of this model is better than other models, and its prediction accuracy rate of financial crisis reached 62.35%.

5. Conclusion

With the rapid development of China’s capital market, enterprises are facing a fierce market competition environment, and strengthening enterprise risk management has become a topic that modern enterprises must face. This paper proposes a financial management analysis method based on wireless sensor networks and data mining and a financial crisis early-warning method based on time series dynamic maintenance. It actively explores the key factors affecting corporate financial risks, and according to the trend of changes in financial indicators, it is the company’s possible financial early-warning of the crisis. It is proposed to apply association rule interactive MA (methanandamide) to enterprise financial risk analysis. This article mainly discusses the use of a financial research theory method of interactive cross-comprehensive data mining by associating with multiple financial management rules, selecting a wider range of important related financial indicators in related financial

![Figure 10: Six typical financial development trends.](image-url)
management, and comprehensively mining all related financial indicators through interaction. Based on various related financial rules, we can finally determine how to comprehensively select more and a certain international and representative important financial indicator as a risk assessment financial indicator, which is more objective than traditional analysis methods. Real application significance: when data mining correctly analyzes corporate financial data risks, it will go through the following main steps: data mining analysis object, data mining analysis preparation, establishment of analysis model, data comprehensive mining, and result data analysis. Only by doing the work of these stages correctly can the financial risks be accurately applied. In short, the establishment of a financial early-warning system can provide more unpredictability to the company’s investor management and always guide the company’s senior leaders and other investors can receive early information about the company’s true existence value in a timely manner, so that the company’s senior leaders and other investors can receive early information about the company’s potential important warning of financial crisis. However, this article still has some algorithm flaws. Data mining methods can be further studied to improve the efficiency of data mining to meet the needs of large-scale database mining.
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